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relevant Islamic precepts in support of a higher sensitivity towards nature and environment and still relevant to contemporary living. The
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practice.
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well as their proposed collectivist counter-economics which he finds in direct response to Western capitalism.
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This edited volume presents Islamic perspectives on a number of proposed water-management policies, including water demand
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informal practice, and makes these ideas available to a broader public. It dispels common misconceptions about the Islamic view on
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classic texts in philosophy, literature and mysticism, Foltz traces the development of Islamic attitudes towards animals over the
centuries and confronts some of the key ethical questions facing Muslims today.
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founded in Islam must include: the notion of transcendence, a correspondence between the microcosm and macrocosm, a critique of the
dogma of Darwinian evolution (which he argues destroys any notion of nature as sacred), a critique of fundamentalist versions of Islam,
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Given that “environmental ethics” is often seen as a Western import in the Muslim world, this book develops an Islamic understanding of
environmental issues based upon the Qu’ran and Hadith. The author argues that the concepts of hima [protected zones], shumul
[comprehensiveness], tarazan [balance], waqi’iyya [positivism], and “purity in all things,” provide support for the conclusion that Islam
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